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Singapore Travel Guide Feb 13 2021 Singapore Travel Guide. Tourism
Information. Singapore is a thriving cosmopolitan city with a history
deeply rooted in trade and commerce. Although a long favourite
destination for the more affluent of travellers, the Lion City's roar is
beginning to be heard by the masses. An abundance of world-class,
affordable attractions are springing up on a regular basis, whilst the vast
variety of restaurants and nightlife options cater for everybody, from
budget backpackers to high rolling billionaires! This tiny island-state is
also remarkably culturally diverse. Where else could you marvel at the
charms of yesteryear in the historic Chinatown, then tuck into a delicious
curry in Little India, before ending the night atop of the iconic Marina
Bay Sands sipping a cocktail? There are lots of areas and places to go
shopping in Singapore. No matter if you are into fashion or if you are
looking for fresh food, or traditional arts and crafts, there is something
for everyone. Immaculate, efficient Singapore is a miraculous sight,
particularly for travelers familiar with modern Asian metropolises. The
city maintains a remarkable balance of green space and skyscrapers, in
addition to sustaining substantial ethnic enclaves like Little India and
Chinatown. This motley group of cultures has brought to this former
British colony something special a common mindset. Singaporeans are
determined and patriotic; they are proud of what they have achieved
(just look at Marina Bay and you might get jealous). But while their
skyline accumulates monumental peaks and troughs, Singaporeans have
not forgotten about their past or the importance of their natural
surroundings. Museums stand tall and welcome amateur historians to
explore their vast interiors. Plus, on an island (also named "Singapore"),
large wetland preserves quietly rest in stark contrast to Singapore's
modern achievements. This tiny nation with its massive city embodies a
cosmopolitan aggregation in a manner that few others can. So leave your
chewing gum at home (as it's illegal to import or sell), and hop on a flight
to the pristine Singapore
Fortress Singapore Mar 17 2021
Guide to Singapore and Spotlight on Malaya Apr 05 2020
Malaysia, Singapore & Brunei Aug 29 2019 Maps and new information
make travel within and between these three nations easy--from the
markets of Singapore to the stilt villages of Brunei the best tips are right
here. The book also has the lowdown on the hottest shopping,
entertainment and eating spots in Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Penang,
and Melaka.
Insight Guides Explore Singapore Mar 05 2020 Pocket-sized books to
inspire your on-foot exploration of top international destinations.
Experience the best of Singapore with this indispensably practical
Insight Guides Explore book. From making sure you don't miss out on
must-see attractions like Gardens by the Bay to discovering hidden gems,
including the Chinatown Food Street, the easy-to-follow, ready-made
walking routes will help you plan your trip, save you time, and enhance
your exploration of this fascinating country. - Practical, pocket-sized and
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packed with inspirational insider information, this will make the ideal onthe-move companion for your trip to Singapore - Enjoy over 18
irresistible Best Routes to walk, from Marina Bay to Changi - Features
concise insider information about landscape, history, food and drink, and
entertainment options - Invaluable maps: each Best Route is
accompanied by a detailed full-colour map, while the large pull-out map
provides an essential overview of the area - Discover your destination's
must-see sights and hand-picked hidden gems - Directory section
provides invaluable insight into top accommodation, restaurant and
nightlife options by area, along with an overview of language, books and
films - Includes an innovative extra that's unique in the market - all
Explore Guides come with a free eBook - Inspirational colour
photography throughout About Insight Guides: Insight Guides is a
pioneer of full-colour guide books, with almost 50 years' experience of
publishing high-quality, visual travel guides with user-friendly, modern
design. We produce around 400 full-colour print guide books and maps
as well as phrase books, picture-packed eBooks and apps to meet
different travellers' needs. Insight Guides' unique combination of
beautiful travel photography and focus on history and culture create a
unique visual reference and planning tool to inspire your next adventure.
DK Eyewitness Top 10 Singapore Jun 19 2021 Home to the lush
Singapore Botanic Gardens, ornate historic architecture andtowering
skyscrapers, Singapore embraces the new and the old, all with
sustainability at its heart. Make the most of your trip to this tropical citystate with DK Eyewitness Top 10. Planning is a breeze with our simple
lists of ten, covering the very best that Singapore has to offer and
ensuring that you don’t miss a thing. Best of all, the pocket-friendly
format is light and easily portable; the perfect companion while out and
about. Our updated 2022 travel guide brings Singapore to life. DK
Eyewitness Top 10 Singapore is your ticket to the trip of a lifetime.
Inside DK Eyewitness Singapore you will find: Up-to-date information
with insider tips and advice for staying safe Top 10 lists of Singapore’s
must-sees, including National Museum of Singapore, Thian Hock Keng
Temple, Marina Bay and Sentosa Singapore’s most interesting areas,
with the best places for sightseeing, food and drink, and shopping
Themed lists, including the best national parks and gardens, arts venues,
architectural sights, museums and much more Easy-to-follow itineraries,
perfect for a day trip, a weekend, or a week A laminated pull-out map of
Singapore, plus five full-color area maps About DK Eyewitness: At DK
Eyewitness, we believe in the power of discovery. We make it easy for
you to explore your dream destinations. DK Eyewitness travel guides
have been helping travellers to make the most of their breaks since 1993.
Filled with expert advice, striking photography and detailed illustrations,
our highly visual DK Eyewitness guides will get you closer to your next
adventure. We publish guides to more than 200 destinations, from
pocket-sized city guides to comprehensive country guides. Named Top
Guidebook Series at the 2020 Wanderlust Reader Travel Awards, we
know that wherever you go next, your DK Eyewitness travel guides are
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the perfect companion.
Lonely Planet Best of Malaysia & Singapore Sep 22 2021 Lonely
Planet Best of Malaysia & Singapore is your passport to Malaysia and
Singapore's top sights and most authentic experiences. Enjoy some of
Malaysia's best food in charismatic George Town, hunt out giant rafflesia
flowers in Sarawak or sing karaoke at the Jonker Walk Night Market, all
with your trusted travel companion.
3 Day Guide to Singapore May 19 2021 See. Eat. Sleep. Enjoy. A 72Hour Guide to Singapore, Singapore.City breaks are perfect for those
long weekends away. You go to a city and you've got only a short amount
of time to see the sights, there's no time to get distracted. But what if
you don't know exactly what to do and see? Which places to eat at? When
the best time is to visit? With an enticing mixture of traditional Buddhist
temples and sleek modern architecture, history and Burgis Street
nightlife, Singapore is the travel destination for anyone who desires a bit
of everything. Travel back in time as you visit one of any number of
museums; stare in awe at some of the most breath-taking views from
atop the famed Altitude bar; dance the night away in one of Singapore's
many dance clubs or take a tour of the lush Botanical Gardens or any of
the other parks that Singapore has to offer. An exciting infusion of Asian
cultures from around the region Singapore has so much to offer anyone
who decides to visit this modern metropolis.Inside 3-Day Guide to
Singapore: A 72-hour definitive guide on what to see, eat and enjoy in
Singapore, Singapore: History - we've put together a historic overview of
Singapore, guiding you through the stories behind the most famous
landmarks of the city, such as the mythical Merlion, and hopefully giving
you some ideas along the way. Climate - with a quick run-down of the
climate you can ensure that you visit Singapore at the time that's best for
you. Teamed with the city overview you can make sure that you get all
that you want from this visit. City Overview - home to the Esplanade
Concert Hall and a bustling nightlife it is almost guaranteed that life in
Singapore is never boring. The city overview lets you know what's
happening so you won't miss anything that you might want to see.
Transport - Train, plane or road, however you want to get to Singapore,
it's all made simpler with our handy guide to transport to and around the
city. This book is packed with tips and tricks to help you keep travel
stress free and cross the city like a local. Sight-seeing - helping you to
make the most of your visit and turn your holiday into the trip of a life
time this guide is full of attractions to suit any type of adventurer,
including; art, theater, music, night life, history, architecture, museums,
landmarks, parks, sightseeing and so much more. 3 Day Itinerary - For
those of you who aren't sure exactly what you want to see but want to
plunge straight in to exploring Singapore, there's a handy itinerary all
drawn up for you. Filled with dozens of exciting ideas you can just pick
and choose which parts you want to use and your trip of a lifetime is set.
Best Places for Any Budget - with comprehensive lists of the best places
to eat, sleep and enjoy a night out all arranged by budget levels you're
bound to find something for you no matter what your budget is and what
you've come to see. Grab your copy of 3-Day Guide to Singapore: A 72hour definitive guide on what to see, eat and enjoy in Singapore,
Singapore to begin experiencing the best of Singapore, today.
Lonely Planet Caribbean Islands Oct 31 2019 Lonely Planet: The world's
leading travel guide publisher Lonely Planet Caribbean Islands is your
passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip,
and what hidden discoveries await you. Travel back to the 18th century
as you wander along cobbled lanes and past meticulously restored
buildings at English Harbour, Antigua; hoist a jib and set sail from sailing
fantasyland, Tortola, and enjoy the journey to one of the 50 or so isles
making up the British Virgin Islands; or hit the atmospheric streets of
Cuba's Habana Vieja and join in the living musical soundtrack of rumba,
salsa, son and reggaeton; all with your trusted travel companion. Get to
the heart of Caribbean Islands and begin your journey now! Inside
Lonely Planet's Caribbean Islands Travel Guide: Color maps and images
throughout Highlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip to your
personal needs and interests Insider tips to save time and money and get
around like a local, avoiding crowds and trouble spots Essential info at
your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers, websites, transit
tips, prices Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sightseeing, going out, shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss
Cultural insights give you a richer, more rewarding travel experience weddings, honeymoons, sustainable travel, cuisine, music, wildlife,
culture, history Covers Bahamas, Barbados, Cuba, Jamaica, St Kitts, St
Lucia, Trinidad, Turks & Caicos, US Virgin Islands, and more eBook
Features: (Best viewed on tablet devices and smartphones)
Downloadable PDF and offline maps prevent roaming and data charges
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Effortlessly navigate and jump between maps and reviews Add notes to
personalise your guidebook experience Seamlessly flip between pages
Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities get you to key pages in a flash
Embedded links to recommendations' websites Zoom-in maps and images
Inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing The Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet
Caribbean Islands, our most comprehensive guide to the Caribbean
Islands, is perfect for both exploring top sights and taking roads less
traveled About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel media
company and the world’s number one travel guidebook brand, providing
both inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind of traveler
since 1973. Over the past four decades, we’ve printed over 145 million
guidebooks and grown a dedicated, passionate global community of
travelers. You’ll also find our content online, and in mobile apps, video,
14 languages, nine international magazines, armchair and lifestyle
books, ebooks, and more. Important Notice: The digital edition of this
book may not contain all of the images found in the physical edition.
Eyewitness Travel Guide - Singapore Sep 03 2022 An unbeatable, pocketsized guide to Singapore, packed with insider tips and ideas, colour
maps, top 10 lists and a laminated pull-out map, all designed to help you
see the very best of Singapore. Discover ornate historic architecture at
Thian Hock Keng Temple, explore Singapore's lush Botanic Gardens,
take a bumboat trip down the river, slurp fiery laksa in an open-air
hawker centre, or admire a breathtaking skyline in iconic Marina Bay.
From Top 10 shopping malls to the Top 10 things to do for free, discover
the best ofSingapore with this easy-to-use travel guide. Inside Top 10
Singapore: - Seven easy-to-follow itineraries perfect for a day, a weekend
or a four-day trip - Top 10 lists showcase the best attractions in
Singapore, covering the National Museum of Singapore, Sultan Mosque,
Raffles Hotel, Sentosa, Marina Bay and many more - Free laminated pullout map of Singapore, plus five full-colour area maps - In-depth area
guides explore the most interesting neighbourhoods, with the best places
for shopping, going out and sightseeing - Colour-coded chapters divided
by area make it easy to find information quickly and plan your day Essential travel tips, including our expert choices of where to stay, eat,
shop and sightsee, plus useful transport, visa and health information Colour maps help you navigate with ease - Covers Chinatown, Little India
and Kampong Glam, Colonial District, Orchard Road and more Staying
for longer as part of a bigger trip to Malaysia and Singapore? Try our DK
Eyewitness Travel Guide Malaysia and Singapore. About DK Eyewitness
Travel: DK's Top 10 guides take the work out of planning a short trip,
with easy-to-read maps, tips and tours to inform and enrich your
weekend trip or cultural break. DK is the world's leading illustrated
reference publisher, producing beautifully designed books for adults and
children in over 120 countries.
The Rough Guide to Singapore Oct 04 2022 A revered Apache spiritual
and military leader and a recurring figure in pop culture lore, Geronimo
was a key figure during the settlement of the American Southwest. He
led one of the last major independent Indian uprisings and personified
the struggle of Native Americans during westward expansion. Geronimo:
A Biography explores the life of this legendary leader, a man who has
become an icon of the courageous—and doomed—struggle of the Native
Americans. This biography follows Geronimo's life from his traditional
Apache upbringing to his final days as a celebrity prisoner of war. It
discusses the historical and social forces at work during the period,
including Native American traditions and lifeways. It also shows how
Geronimo's surrender in 1886 marked the end of the traditional Native
American way of life. No longer free to roam the lands of their
forefathers, Indians faced a future of captivity and a struggle to maintain
their identity and traditions.
Singapore Travel Guide Apr 17 2021 Top 100 SINGAPORE Travel Tips
Singapore is a world class city with world class things to see and do. It's
a city you can visit many times and still find something fun and
interesting to do. We are going to look at 100 of the Best Singapore
things to do when you visit Singapore. Be sure to check them out! Ok,
let's get started! The book contains the most popular Secrets and Advice
from the Local Experts: - Historical and Cultural Sights - Outdoor
Adventures and Nature (also for Children) - Eat & Drink. Cool Cafes and
Bars - Things to Buy for Souvenirs - Unusual Hotels and Hostels 3
Reasons to Buy This Book: - Simple Guide to Independent Travel - Best
Sights information - Advice from the Locals Experts Start Singapore
Travel Today!
Startup Guide Singapore Jun 27 2019 Singapore is becoming a hub for
innovation and startups not just in the Southeast Asian region, but across
the globe.
The Rough Guide to Singapore (Travel Guide with Free eBook)
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Nov 05 2022 World-renowned 'tell it like it is' guidebook Discover
Singapore with this comprehensive, entertaining, 'tell it like it is' Rough
Guide, packed with comprehensive practical information and our experts'
honest and independent recommendations. Whether you plan to discover
the historic ethnic enclave of Little India, enjoy a rooftop drink at Marina
Bay Sands, indulge in an Orchard Road shopping spree or sample street
food at bustling hawker centres, The Rough Guide to Singapore will help
you discover the best places to explore, sleep, eat, drink and shop along
the way. Features of The Rough Guide to Singapore: - Detailed regional
coverage: provides in-depth practical information for each step of all
kinds of trip, from intrepid off-the-beaten-track adventures, to chilled-out
breaks in popular tourist areas. Regions covered include: The Colonial
District, Little India, Chinatown, Marina Bay, Orchard Road, Northern
Singapore, Eastern Singapore, Western Singapore, Sentosa. - Honest
independent reviews: written with Rough Guides' trademark blend of
humour, honesty and expertise, and recommendations you can truly
trust, our writers will help you get the most from your trip to Singapore. Meticulous mapping: always full-colour, with clearly numbered, colourcoded keys. Find your way around Arab Street's hip cafés and boutiques,
the surviving nineteenth-century streets of Chinatown, and many more
locations without needing to get online. - Fabulous full-colour
photography: features a richness of inspirational colour photography,
including the colourful Botanic Gardens and the golden-domed Sultan
Mosque. - Things not to miss: Rough Guides' rundown of Little India's,
Chinatown's, Arab Street's and the Colonial District's best sights and top
experiences. - Itineraries: carefully planned routes will help you organise
your trip, and inspire and inform your on-the-road experiences. - Basics
section: packed with essential pre-departure information including
getting there, getting around, accommodation, food and drink, health,
the media, festivals, sports and outdoor activities, culture and etiquette,
shopping and more. - Background information: comprehensive Contexts
chapter provides fascinating insights into Singapore, with coverage of
history, religion, ethnic groups, environment, wildlife and books. About
Rough Guides: Rough Guides have been inspiring travellers for over 35
years, with over 30 million copies sold globally. Synonymous with
practical travel tips, quality writing and a trustworthy 'tell it like it is'
ethos, the Rough Guides list includes more than 260 travel guides to
120+ destinations, gift-books and phrasebooks.
Insight Guides City Guide Singapore (Travel Guide eBook) Dec 14
2020 The tropical city-state of Singapore may be small, but it packs a
punch with a wealth of dazzling modern attractions, while also being a
unique melting pot of Asian and Western influences. Inside Insight City
Guide Singapore:A fully-overhauled edition by our expert Singapore
author.Stunning photography that brings this vibrant city and its people
to life. Highlights of the city's top attractions, from ethnic
neighbourhoods such as Little India and Kampung Glam to the unique
wonders of Gardens by the Bay and Singapore's Night Safari.Descriptive
area-by-area accounts cover the whole city from the colonial Civic
District to the beaches and theme parks of Sentosa.A comprehensive
Travel Tips section includes all the practical information you will need
for your trip.Detailed, high-quality maps throughout will help you get
around and travel tips give you all the essential information for planning
a memorable trip. About Insight Guides: Insight Guides has over 40
years' experience of publishing high-quality, visual travel guides. We
produce around 400 full-colour print guide books and maps as well as
picture-packed eBooks to meet different travellers' needs. Insight Guides'
unique combination of beautiful travel photography and focus on history
and culture together create a unique visual reference and planning tool
to inspire your next adventure. 'Insight Guides has spawned many
imitators but is still the best of its type.' - Wanderlust Magazine
Expat's Guide to Singapore Jul 01 2022
Lonely Planet Pocket Singapore Jul 21 2021 Lonely Planet Pocket
Singapore is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on
what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Try the
local grub at one of the many hawker centres, join in the national sport
and go shopping at Orchard Road, or have breakfast with orang-utans at
the Singapore Zoo.
The Rough Guide to Singapore (Travel Guide eBook) May 31 2022 The
Rough Guide to Singapore is the ultimate travel guide to this constantly
evolving city-state, with clear maps and detailed coverage of all the best
attractions. Discover Singapore's highlights with stunning photography
and accounts of everything from the magnificent new National Gallery
and historic Botanic Gardens to the dazzling temples of Chinatown and
the hilltop walks of the Southern Ridges. Find detailed practical advice
on what to do and see in Singapore, with up-to-date reviews of the best
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hotels, restaurants, hawker places, bars, clubs and shops, for every
budget. There's also a detailed description of the island's rich traditional
Chinese, Malay and Indian cuisines to help you order the tastiest food.
Explore every corner of downtown Singapore and off the beaten track,
with easy to use maps to help ensure you don't miss the unmissable.
Make the most of your stay with The Rough Guide to Singapore.
Wallpaper* City Guide Singapore Nov 12 2020 The fast-track guide for
the smart traveller Wallpaper* City Guides present a tightly edited,
discreetly packaged list of the best a location has to offer the design
conscious traveller. Here is a precise, informative, insider's checklist of
all you need to know about the world's most intoxicating cities. Whether
you are staying for 48 hours or five days, visiting for business or a
vacation, we've done the hard work for you, from finding the best
restaurants, bars and hotels (including which rooms to request) to the
most extraordinary stores and sites, and the most enticing architecture
and design. Wallpaper* City Guidesenable you to come away from your
trip, however brief, with a real taste of the city's landscape and the
satisfaction you've seen all that you should. In short, these guides act as
a passport to the best the world has to offer.
A Naturalist's Guide to the Birds of Singapore Dec 26 2021 This easy-touse identification guide to the 280 bird species most commonly seen in
Singapore is perfect for resident and visitor alike. High quality
photographs from Singapore's top nature photographers are
accompanied by detailed species descriptions which include
nomenclature, size, distribution, habits and habitat. The user-friendly
introduction covers geography and climate, vegetation, opportunities for
naturalists and the main sites for viewing the listed species. Also
included is an all-important checklist of all of the birds of Singapore
encompassing, for each species, its common and scientific name, IUCN
status.
Singapore May 07 2020 Provides travel information about Singapore,
including cultural attractions, dining, nightlife, shopping, and lodging.
The Rough Guide to Singapore Oct 12 2020 The new-look, full colour
"Rough Guide to Singapore" is the ultimate travel guide to this
multicultural island state. You can discover Singapore's highlights with
stunning photography, colour-coded maps and more listings and
information than ever before. You'll find detailed practical advice on
what to see and do - from atmospheric temples, mouthwatering food
stalls and heritage districts to Marina Bay and Universal Studios - as well
as insider descriptions of the best hotels, bars, clubs, shops and
restaurants for all budgets. With loads of practical advice, suggested
itineraries and top 5 boxes, "The Rough Guide to Singapore" will help
you make the most of your time.
Guide to Singapore Jul 29 2019
Secret Singapore Aug 10 2020 A lighthouse on the top of a 25-storey
apartment block, a unique rocky area that looks like Guilin in China, the
remains of a shinto shrine built in the jungle by prisoners of war, houses
from the Ming and Qing periods donated by Jackie Chan, the soya sauce
bottle bottoms of the National Mosque, the leaning tower of Singapore,
the last patch of natural beach left, a forgotten bomb shelter under a
national monument, the beautiful modernist door of a former biscuit
factory, a hidden kampong (rural village) dwarfed by residential towers,
the beautifully preserved old Changi prison gates, get inside the
Freemasons headquarter in the stately Masons Hall ... Far from the
crowds and the usual clichés, Singapore still reserves a number of
hidden treasures for those who know how to wander off the beaten track.
This is an indispensable guide for those who think they know Singapore
... or those who want to discover another side to the city-state.
Singapore Travel Guide 2022 Sep 10 2020 The places found in this book
are the most positively reviewed and recommended by locals and
travelers. 1,180 places listed and organized in four groups. "TOP 200
SHOPS" (68 Store Categories), "TOP 500 RESTAURANTS" (90 Cuisine
Types), "TOP 200 BARS" Irish Bars, Tapas Bars, Latin Bars, Cocktail
Bars, Wine Bars, Pubs. "TOP 280 NIGHTLIFE SPOTS" Music Venues,
Performing Arts, Karaoke, Comedy Clubs, House Music, Rock & Roll,
Jazz & Blues and many more options to visit, relax and enjoy your stay.
Lonely Planet Singapore 12 Oct 24 2021 Lonely Planet'sSingaporeis your
passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip,
and what hidden discoveries await you. Sample the legendary hawker
food, explore the breathtaking National Gallery Singapore, and stand
under trees with orang-utans over your head in the open-air enclosures
at Singapore Zoo; all with your trusted travel companion. Get to the
heart of Singapore and begin your journey now! InsideLonely
Planet'sSingapore Travel Guide: Up-to-date information -all businesses
were rechecked before publication to ensure they are still open after
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2020's COVID-19 outbreak Top experiences feature- a visually inspiring
collection of [destination's] best experiences and where to have them
What's new feature taps into cultural trends and helps you find fresh
ideas and cool new areas NEW Accommodation feature gathers all the
information you need to plan your accommodation NEW Where to Stay in
Singapore map is your at-a-glance guide to accommodation options in
each neighbourhood Improved planning tools for family travellers where to go, how to save money, plus fun stuff just for kids Colourmaps
and images throughout Highlightsand itineraries help you tailor your trip
to your personal needs and interests Insider tips to save time and money
and get around like a local, avoiding crowds and trouble spots Essential
infoat your fingertips - hours of operation, websites, transit tips, prices
Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sightseeing, going out,
shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Cultural insights give
you a richer, more rewarding travel experience - history, people, music,
landscapes, wildlife, cuisine, politics Over13 maps Covers Colonial
District, Marina Bay, the Quays, Chinatown, Tanjong Pagar, the CBD,
Little India, Kampong Glam, Orchard Road, Holland Village, Dempsey
Hill, the Botanic Gardens and Sentosa Island The Perfect Choice:Lonely
Planet'sSingapore, our most comprehensive guide to Singapore, is
perfect for both exploring top sights and taking roads less travelled.
Looking for just the highlights? Check outPocketSingapore, a handysized guide focused on the can't-miss sights for a quick trip. About
Lonely Planet:Lonely Planet is a leading travel media company, providing
both inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind of traveller
since 1973. Over the past four decades, we've printed over 145 million
guidebooks and phrasebooks for 120 languages, and grown a dedicated,
passionate global community of travellers. You'll also find our content
online, and in mobile apps, videos, 14 languages, armchair and lifestyle
books, ebooks, and more, enabling you to explore every day. 'Lonely
Planet guides are, quite simply, like no other.' - New York Times 'Lonely
Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's
on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling
entire generations of people how to travel the world.' - Fairfax Media
(Australia)
DK Eyewitness Top 10 Singapore Feb 25 2022 This guide showcases
the best places to visit in Singapore, from Sentosa and Marina Bay to the
Singapore River and Raffles Hotel. It includes seven easy-to-follow
itineraries to explore the city's most interesting sights-from serene
temples and peaceful gardens to vibrant neighborhoods and
contemporary museums. This is an unbeatable, pocket-sized guide
packed with photos and maps, insider tips, useful advice, along with
reviews of the best hotels, shops, and restaurants in Singapore. The
perfect pocket-size travel companion: DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Top
10 Singapore.
Singapore & Malaysia Dec 02 2019
A Guide to the Amphibians & Reptiles of Singapore Jun 07 2020
Singapore Nov 24 2021 Provides travel information about Singapore,
including cultural attractions, dining, nightlife, shopping, and lodging.
Covers Colonial District, the Quays, Marina Bay, Orchard Road, Sentosa
Island, Little India, Chinatown, Holland Village and more
Ten Years a Nomad Aug 22 2021 Part memoir and part philosophical
look at why we travel, filled with stories of Matt Kepnes' adventures
abroad, an exploration of wanderlust and what it truly means to be a
nomad. "Matt is possibly the most well-traveled person I know...His
knowledge and passion for understanding the world is unrivaled, and
never fails to amaze me." —Mark Manson, New York Times bestselling
author of The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck Ten Years a Nomad is New
York Times bestselling author Matt Kepnes’ poignant exploration of
wanderlust and what it truly means to be a nomad. Part travel memoir
and part philosophical look at why we travel, it is filled with aspirational
stories of Kepnes' many adventures. New York Times bestselling author
of How to Travel the World on $50 a Day, Matthew Kepnes knows what it
feels like to get the travel bug. After meeting some travelers on a trip to
Thailand in 2005, he realized that living life meant more than simply
meeting society's traditional milestones, such as buying a car, paying a
mortgage, and moving up the career ladder. Inspired by them, he set off
for a year-long trip around the world before he started his career. He
finally came home after ten years. Over 500,000 miles, 1,000 hostels, and
90 different countries later, Matt has compiled his favorite stories,
experiences, and insights into this travel manifesto. Filled with the color
and perspective that only hindsight and self-reflection can offer, these
stories get to the real questions at the heart of wanderlust. Travel
questions that transcend the basic "how-to," and plumb the depths of
what drives us to travel — and what extended travel around the world
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can teach us about life, ourselves, and our place in the world. Ten Years
a Nomad is for travel junkies, the travel-curious, and anyone interested
in what you can learn about the world when you don’t have a cable bill
for a decade or spend a month not wearing shoes living on the beach in
Thailand.
The Rough Guide to Malaysia, Singapore & Brunei Apr 29 2022 The
full-colour Rough Guide to Malaysia, Singapore and Brunei is the
ultimate guide to these three exciting Southeast Asian destinations,
covering all their attractions, from amazing national parks and historic
temples to gorgeous beaches and islands. This new, fully updated edition
features redrawn maps, evocative photography and all-new author
itineraries that take in both big sights and less visited spots. Revamped
sections on Penang and Singapore offer more detail on cultural sights,
new museums and budget accommodation; there's improved coverage of
Sarawak's most popular national parks, Mulu and Bako; while old
favourites like Mount Kinabalu and the Perhentian Islands get have been
thoroughly revised. There's also plenty of practical information on topics
like budget flights, river transport, etiquette and the excellent local
cuisines to help you get the best out of your trip, whatever your budget.
How to Travel the World on $50 a Day Mar 29 2022 *UPDATED 2017
EDITION* New York Times bestseller! No money? No problem. You can
start packing your bags for that trip you’ve been dreaming a lifetime
about. For more than half a decade, Matt Kepnes (aka Nomadic Matt)
has been showing readers of his enormously popular travel blog that
traveling isn’t expensive and that it’s affordable to all. He proves that as
long as you think out of the box and travel like locals, your trip doesn’t
have to break your bank, nor do you need to give up luxury. How to
Travel the World on $50 a Day reveals Nomadic Matt’s tips, tricks, and
secrets to comfortable budget travel based on his experience traveling
the world without giving up the sushi meals and comfortable beds he
enjoys. Offering a blend of advice ranging from travel hacking to smart
banking, you’ll learn how to: * Avoid paying bank fees anywhere in the
world * Earn thousands of free frequent flyer points * Find discount
travel cards that can save on hostels, tours, and transportation * Get
cheap (or free) plane tickets Whether it’s a two-week, two-month, or twoyear trip, Nomadic Matt shows you how to stretch your money further so
you can travel cheaper, smarter, and longer.
Top 10 Singapore Jan 27 2022 Whatever you plan to do - whether you
are travelling first class or on a limited budget – make sure you
experience the very best the city of Singapore has on offer with this
quick reference guide. From the Raffles Hotel to the city’s own beach
resort at Sentosa, all the must-sees are covered in Top 10 lists. There are
accommodation reviews for every budget, as well as restaurants for all
tastes and cuisines, from upmarket restaurants to alfresco dining in
Chinatown. There are dozens of Top 10 lists: from Singapore Top 10
Chinese and Indian cultural experiences to the Singapore Top 10
museums and architectural highlights – plus the best nightspots, bars
and lounges in Singapore. There’s even the Top 10 things to avoid! Your
guide to the Top 10 best of everything in Singapore.
Singapore Feb 02 2020 ⫸ The BEST of Singapore + LAYOVER GUIDE ⫷ ➤
Have a long Singapore layover? ➤ Coming for a weekend visa-run? ➤
Visiting for a week or hell, moving to Singapore for work? The Solo Girl's
Travel Guide - Singapore will show you EXACTLY how to make the most
of your visit. Ditch the generic travel guides that are impersonal AF and
feel like they were written for your nerdy cousin who wears socks with
sandals. This is the #1 Travel Guide for REAL girls traveling Singapore
in a short amount of time on any budget.All while avoiding the scams,
creeps, and sketchy hangouts. What this Travel Guide is... ➤ A VACATION
PLANNER with the BEST Singapore Adventures. ➤ Equal amounts
history, culture, local hawker centers, and cocktails ➤ Money-saving tips
and time-stretching advice ➤ Actual local secrets, advice, and off-thebeaten-path adventures Plus! ❥ The Best Local Food and Nightlife ❥
Must-See Spots / Singapore's Bucketlist! ❥ How to Budget for Singapore
❥ What to Pack for Singapore ❥ How to get to your hotel when you Land
without paying 3x the local price! ❥ Personal Access to me...ask me
anything on Instagram and I'll answer What this Guide is not... ➤ A 5hour read with historical dates and ancient facts ➤ An overwhelming
deep-dive into Singapore's history ➤ A book written by some man who
doesn't even live here... No heavy encyclopedia here - If you want to
travel with your nose in a book, check out Lonely Planet. The Solo Girl's
Travel Guide answers THE MOST important questions like... Are there
drugs in my drink? Is that dark alley filled with serial killers? Am I going
to be kidnapped and sold to the highest bidder? And if you have more
questions, just reach out to me on Instagram @SoloGirlsTravelGuide
REMEMBER You don't need a boyfriend, a travel partner or anyone's
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approval to travel the world. And you don't need a massive bank account
or an entire summer off work.If you've doubted yourself for one moment,
remember this: Millions of girls travel across the globe all by themselves
every damn day and you can, too. You are just as capable, just as smart,
and just as brave as the rest of us. You don't need permission- this is your
life. Listen to your gut, follow your heart, and just book that ticket
already! Your copy of The Solo Girl's Travel Guide is waiting to dissolve
your worries and give you that extra push you need to JUST DO IT! Learn
more at www.TheSoloGirlsTravelGuide.com or follow me on Instagram
@SoloGirlsTravelGuide
Japan: Travel for Kids Jan 15 2021 Going on a family vacation to
Australia or just want to learn more about this amazing country? Make
sure you get the most out of the trip with Japan- Travel For Kids.
Dinobibi and Hayden will join you in every step of the journey. You will
have so much fun discovering Japan- its history, geography, flags and
symbols, wildlife, culture and more! Whether preparing for a vacation, or
simply wanting to learn about Australia, this book gives you all you need
to know, fun places to visit, tasty food to try, and fun, interactive pop
quizzes throughout. Come join Dinobibi and Hayden on an adventure and
DISCOVER Japan.
Insight Guide Singapore Jan 03 2020 A travel series unlike any other,
Insight Guides go beyond the sights and into reality. Their incomparable
photojournalistic approach captures the uniqueness of each culture they
cover: their traditions, their arts, their history, their lives. The stunning
photography is married to compelling text, written by local writers; the
people most qualified to convey their culture's "secrets". Yes, Insight
Guides will tell you which attractions to visit, but they'll also tell you a
whole lot more. From the most popular resort cities to the world's most
remote and exotic villages, Insight Guides will give you the insider's
perspective you need to truly experience any destination you visit.
Insight Guides serve many purposes. They are ideal for planning a trip.
And, they're wonderful souvenirs to treasure for years after. Even the
armchair traveler can be swept away by their magnificent content and
experience the world from the comfort of home. Many international and
domestic and domestic destinations also offer companion FlexiMaps, an
innovative laminated folding map specially designed for the
discriminating traveler.
Lost Guides - Singapore Aug 02 2022 Lost Guides - Singapore is a
unique, stylish and offbeat travel guidebook to Singapore. An A5, fullcolor, 212-page book with hand-illustrated maps and original
photography. Featuring over 120 of the most special spots in Singapore,
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from cool coffee shops and fabulous food (local and contemporary) to
authentic Asian art galleries and wild nature walks. The book also
includes interviews with local creatives, and pieces of local literature.
The Rough Guide to Singapore Jul 09 2020 The Rough Guide to
Singapore is the ultimate travel guide to this multicultural island state.
Discover Singapore's highlights with stunning photography, color-coded
maps, and detailed practical advice on what to see and do-from
atmospheric temples, mouthwatering food stalls, and heritage districts to
Marina Bay and Universal Studios. Insider descriptions of the best
hotels, bars, clubs, shops, and restaurants for all budgets, and loads of
practical advice, suggested itineraries, and Top 5 boxes will help you
explore. Make the most of your time with The Rough Guide to Singapore.
Fodor's Singapore 25 Best Sep 30 2019 Compact and affordable, Fodor's
25 Best Singapore is a great travel guide for those who want an easy-topack guidebook and map to one of the most exciting cities in southern
Malaysia. Fodor's 25 Best Guides offer highlights of major city
destinations in a compact package that includes a sturdy, detailed street
map that you can bring with you to help navigate when cell service is not
available. By focusing only on top sights--all divided by neighborhood--we
make planning your days easy. Save time and space by having
Singapore's top 25 sights and experiences in one convenient guidebook: FULLY UPDATED: Fully updated coverage on the information you need
to know. -DISCERNING RECOMMENDATIONS: Best bets from local
writers for sightseeing, eating, drinking, sleeping, and shopping, for
every budget. -GORGEOUS PHOTOS AND MAPS: Full-color photos and
full-size street maps cover the best Singapore has to offer, all in one
easy-to-use package. A handy, weather-resistant pullout city map will
help you quickly orient yourself and plan your day. -INDISPENSABLE
TRIP-PLANNING TOOLS: The "City Tours" section shows off the best of
the city with self-guided tour ideas. Plan excursions outside the city with
the "More to See" section. -PRACTICAL TIPS AND PHRASES: Travel like
a local with our "Need to Know" section, filled with useful travel tips,
history and essential Malay phrases. -COVERS: Singapore Nature
Reserves, Sentosa, Asian Civilizations Museum, Chinatown, Clarke Quay,
Joo Chiat Road, Kampong Glam, Night Safari, Singapore Flyer, Jurong
Bird Park, Lau Pa Sat and plenty of recommendations for the best places
to experience the best food and shopping in the area. ABOUT FODOR'S
AUTHORS: Each Fodor's Travel Guide is researched and written by local
experts. Fodor's guidebooks have been offering expert advice for all
tastes and budgets for 80 years. Planning to visit other destinations in
Asia? Check out Fodor's 25 Best Shanghai, Fodor's Vietnam and Fodor's
Japan.
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